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This paper focuses on the spatial and political dimensions of the salty waters of the seas 

and oceans in European conceptualizations, in the transition from the 17th century to modernity. 
It will study three major categories that had been used as terminological and visual apparatus for 
the perception and description of the ocean: surface, depth and movement; the latter understood 
as the dynamics of the ocean’s flows, tides, and surges. The paper will address the impact of 
these categories on political and historical thought, understood as possible equivalents of 
territorialization, inhabitation, and power relations. In his seminal book „La Mer“, the French 
historian Jules Michelet in 1861 celebrated the hidden, but rich and diversified world of organic 
life in the ocean’s depths as metaphor for the hidden life of the common people. This abundant, 
nearly timeless and silent life in the dark is resistant to live-threatening saltiness. It is resistant 
not as individual, but as the speechless life of a nameless, self-generating community. Here, 
depths, and hidden richness were forcefully applied to the writing (or non-writing) of history of a 
social class as well as to politics.  

In contrast, the surface of the ocean stands for spatial abstraction and the geometrization 
of space, offering itself to demarcation, possession as well as imaginations of unlimitedness. And 
last, surge or breakwater – the movement of the oceans and seas in their daily and annual 
rhythms. They seem to stand for nature’s continuous creation of forms, equally embodied and 
de-materialized in white foam. Here, the continuous movement of the sea is read as the visual 
and acoustic demonstration of the ever changing, dynamic physical processes of nature, it’s 
destructive as well as generating powers. 

If we consider depths, surface (with it’s confinement by a horizon), and mobility as kinds 
of architectural elements in a western conceptualization of the seas, how than can we understand 
the place and impact of human actions, engagements and interventions within the three divergent 
spatial concepts? In what specific historical moments do they appear or gain specific explicatory 
relevance, and how are they mediated? How to trace a changing concept of culture, as opposed to 
nature, within these architectures? Furthermore, how would these concepts interfere historically 
with build architectures? How to understand economics or politics, in creating spatial 
environments within and beyond these frames? And where to place sacrality within these 
concepts? 

An example to be traced in the paper are the never realized designs of Teofilo Gallacini 
(1564-1641), an Italian architect and friend of Galileo, who left plans for the construction of a 
harbor in Neapels with surprising naturalized forms. Gallacini developed his plans for Neapels in 
a period when the changing political powers in the Mediterranean started to generate a 
marginalized „South“ within the European system of state-building and Empire. How do politics, 
landscape, architecture and the sea interact in creating this marginalization of the South in the 
late 17th century, with strong impacts for the region upon today? 
 


